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GOALS OF THE AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION PRECISION MEDICINE PLATFORM

The cloud-based American Heart Association (AHA) Precision Medicine Platform (PMP; https://precision.heart.org/) was designed to address and overcome major challenges faced by researchers. The first challenge to overcome was sharing data. We have tested several data sharing options with researchers in the past 2 years. When the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic hit, we were prepared to launch a process that researchers supported. In short, we opened up our own COVID-19 registry data powered by Get With the Guidelines (GWTG). Increasing access to data for all researchers versus keeping it walled off to a select few had the ability to improve the quality, reproducibility, and validity of scientific findings during a time when the scientific process suffered a major setback. Through our initial tests, we also learned that researchers are not willing to invest time/effort in an access and reuse process that was complicated. Thus, we eliminated several steps and provided researchers a ready-to-run, cloud-based, virtual workspace that included (1) the necessary data documentation and data files, (2) statistical and visualization software, as well as machine learning and deep learning analysis tools, and (3) the computational power necessary to perform the analyses.

STRENGTHS AND CHALLENGES

The PMP is unique among cloud-based academic platforms in that researchers may access data along with comprehensive data documentation from multiple sources including real-world patient data, longitudinal epidemiological studies, electronic health record data, and more. The long-standing reputation of the AHA and the trust it has earned in the community allow our organization to serve as a neutral broker for housing many rich data sources. Through our testing with researchers through the years, we have learned that a critical factor in sharing data has been allowing data owners to provision access. We do this through a process called Data Use Operating System. The open-source code (to which we made slight modifications) can be found on GitHub. This process involves researchers requesting access to answer a few short questions that are then emailed directly to the Data Access Committee assigned by the owner of the data. This committee votes on approval/review/no approval to the data. The data requester is informed by email of the final decision, and if approved, the data and documentation are deposited into their workspace. For some data sets, like the COVID-19 registry data, the Data Access Committee requests and reviews a manuscript proposal with a statistical analysis plan. A key learning from this process for the AHA and researchers who thought their data might be published with errors or felt that all their hard work would now simply be taken by others, was that in fact, researchers requesting access wanted to collaborate and learn from the data owners. In many cases, the quality, validation, and replication of the research has improved.

Finally, the cloud-based AHA PMP allows all researchers at any University (with or without large data sets or resources) equal opportunities. Along these same lines, researchers may access data along with comprehensive data documentation from multiple sources including real-world patient data, longitudinal epidemiological studies, electronic health record data, and more. The long-standing reputation of the AHA and the trust it has earned in the community allow our organization to serve as a neutral broker for housing many rich data sources. Through our testing with researchers through the years, we have learned that a critical factor in sharing data has been allowing data owners to provision access. We do this through a process called Data Use Operating System. The open-source code (to which we made slight modifications) can be found on GitHub. This process involves researchers requesting access to answer a few short questions that are then emailed directly to the Data Access Committee assigned by the owner of the data. This committee votes on approval/review/no approval to the data. The data requester is informed by email of the final decision, and if approved, the data and documentation are deposited into their workspace. For some data sets, like the COVID-19 registry data, the Data Access Committee requests and reviews a manuscript proposal with a statistical analysis plan. A key learning from this process for the AHA and researchers who thought their data might be published with errors or felt that all their hard work would now simply be taken by others, was that in fact, researchers requesting access wanted to collaborate and learn from the data owners. In many cases, the quality, validation, and replication of the research has improved.

Finally, the cloud-based AHA PMP allows all researchers at any University (with or without large data sets or resources) equal opportunities. Along these same lines,
the AHA collaborates with cloud providers to allow academic researchers to use the secure workspaces at a reduced cost.

The 3 major challenges from our experience that researchers face with data sharing include (1) the data governance process including data use agreements, (2) access to critical standardized information accompanying the data sets including data dictionaries and case report forms, and (3) lack of flexibility in many cloud-based environments to scale resources to meet performance needs for analyses of shared data including images and electronic health record data.

**SOLUTIONS TO CHALLENGES**

**Data Governance**

In 2020, the global COVID-19 pandemic provided a valuable opportunity to overcome the challenges of data governance and access to standardized information including accompanying data dictionaries and case report forms. Clinicians had a need for generalizable real-world data to inform their understanding of COVID-19. Since no preexisting data sources or workflows were available, the AHA launched the COVID-19 CVD registry powered by GWTG and opted to make these data available on the AHA PMP. This voluntary registry (described previously) was designed to fill the unique gap in understanding cardiovascular risk and outcomes in patients with COVID-19 and is open to all hospitals and health systems in the United States treating adult patients with acute COVID-19 infections.

In the past, access to AHA GWTG data sets involved coordination across a variety of stakeholders. Although this process resulted in >600 publications over the last 17 years, the COVID-19 pandemic necessitated more rapid collaboration, evaluation, and publication of findings to expedite the pace of science.

The Figure highlights the key implementation phases of this initiative. The initial phase of the initiative was open to all 104 hospitals that were actively enrolling records for the COVID-19 CVD registry, as well as the steering committee members. During this initial phase, we opened PMP workspaces for researchers with approved manuscript proposals to complete their analyses. A data use agreement was necessary before end users receiving a secure workspace equipped with aggregate data containing records from all registry sites, data documentation, and analysis tools. The data use agreement was simplified to enhance efficiency. In short, (1) we implemented a no-redline policy for end users, (2) added project data fields allowing for more specified data files to be applied to individual workspaces (based on modules and year), (3) required a signature from only the investigator instead of the institution, and (4) removed unnecessary language involving data use and disclosures that are now under the control of the AHA and permissible since the data are accessed on a secure cloud-based workspace. All changes are Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 compliant and improved turnaround time and overall completion of data use agreements. We are moving toward a data use agreement that will be moved to the PMP, accessible online, and able to be executed upon receipt.

Several approaches were used to support new investigators on the PMP. A member of the COVID-19 research and publications committee was assigned as a liaison to each project, to help with analysis planning and data questions. Weekly office hours were held virtually to listen to the needs and suggestions from researchers. Together, these approaches improved communication, addressed many questions, and significantly accelerated the process. As of April 20, 2021, 40 proposals...
have been accepted for investigator-led analyses, 15 analyses have been drafted for submission, and 9 manuscripts have been published.\textsuperscript{1,2,6-13}

**Data Documentation**

We were committed to the FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable) guiding principles that include uniform definitions, data dictionaries, and data documentation. This interactive data documentation for our COVID-19 GWTG data (https://precision.heart.org/documentation/AHA-COVID19-CVD-GWTG/index.html) improved the understanding of data definitions and derived variables, thereby reducing inconsistencies across manuscripts and frustrations in dealing with open data. In particular, the explore and discover section of the interactive data documentation in the manuscript illustrates how researchers are able to access all data documentation files, missingness of data, data distribution, and more. The data documentation is not multiple flat PDF files that require users to toggle between files without the clear understanding of what the variables mean. We worked in coordination with the AHA COVID-19 steering committee, made up of clinical, statistical, and epidemiological experts, to arrive at data standards that were based on previous GWTG data standards, as well as data from European registries. To further address this challenge, we piloted the use of usage examples and tutorials written by our AHA data science team in multiple languages that allowed users to reuse shared code in their workspace resulting in final products like a demographic profile of the data. Thus, all researchers using the same data set in their workspace and the code that was verified and approved would end up with the same demographic profile for their manuscripts. This improved consistency across manuscripts. Finally, members of the COVID Research and Publications Committee and AHA leadership reviewed manuscripts before submission to provide quality oversight and conformity with the original proposal.

Solutions for data governance and data documentation on the PMP were also tested by other nonprofit groups, including the American Society of Clinical Oncology, which licenses the underlying technology of the PMP to deliver CancerLinQ Registry data to academic users for analysis. The AHA also works with the Society of Critical Care Medicine to map variables between our registries with the end goal of increasing our understanding of COVID-19 and its impact on patient lives. Both opportunities provided additional learnings and solutions from end users with respect to data use agreements and data documentation.

**Scaling Resources and Improving Flexibility**

To overcome challenges in scaling resources for performance needs, we worked closely with researchers training neural networks for medical image segmentation and large-scale simulations. In the cardiovascular field, diagnostic decisions can be improved using algorithms to segment coronary vessels in angiograms. The scalability, larger memory, and computing power of the PMP paired researchers with 4 NVIDIA Tesla K80 graphics processing units to train a custom pipeline, AngioNet—a neural network for coronary segmentation.\textsuperscript{4} By doing so, the research team was able to increase the number of images used to train each iteration of the network, improving accuracy and generalizability compared with training on a single graphics processing unit. Another computationally intensive application deployed to the PMP is CRIMSON,\textsuperscript{2} an open-source hemodynamic modeling software that has been used in a wide range of applications, from cardiovascular disease research to surgical planning.\textsuperscript{2} The finite element based flow solver of this software has been compiled on the PMP in a Docker container, allowing researchers to perform large-scale hemodynamic simulations on patient-specific anatomic models using the high-performance computing resources of the PMP.

Working with researchers performing unsupervised machine learning across electronic health record data also provided innovative solutions to improve agility in workspaces for end users.\textsuperscript{7} Zhao et al\textsuperscript{7} used constrained nonnegative tensor factorization to extract phenotypic topics across time scales in a study cohort derived from a deidentified copy of the electronic health record for patients in the Vanderbilt University Medical Center on the PMP. This study identified previous risk factors associated with cardiovascular disease, as well as new potential factors including vitamin D deficiency and depression, as well as urinary infection.\textsuperscript{7}

**SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS**

AHA’s PMP has enabled secure delivery of data through agile workspaces that scale with the high-performance compute needs of researchers and allow flexibility in the ready-to-run analysis tools. By listening and partnering with end users, we have overcome many of the hurdles facing researchers today including outdated data governance policies, insufficient data documentation, and inability of cloud-based environments to scale up resources for performance and allow researchers to personalize their workspaces with their own tools and pipelines.
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